List of Briefs produced at the Bangkok Foresight Write Workshop

**Brief No. 18**: Seeking harmony: Scenarios for nature conservation and agricultural development in Kapuas Hulu district, Indonesia

Bayuni Shantiko, Collaborative land-use planning project (CoLUPSIA)

This brief is based on the workshop report: The use of Participatory Prospective Analysis in Collaborative Land Use and natural resource planning and management in Kapuas Hulu, Indonesia.

**Brief No. 19**: Evolving towards a low-carbon society

Nares Damrongchai and Suchat Udomsopagit, APEC Center for Technology foresight, National Science Technology and Innovation Policy Office, Thailand

**Brief No. 20**: Shaping the future for agriculture in Taiwan

Julie C. L. Sun, Taiwan Institute of Economic Research

**Brief No. 21**: Debunking the water scarcity myth: understanding future water use challenges

Tassilo Tiemann and Simon Cook


**Brief No. 23**: Fallen, Wild or Planted? The Future of Thai Agriculture

Angkarn Wongdeethai, APEC Center for Technology Foresight (APEC CTF), National Science Technology and Innovation Policy Office (STI)


**Brief No. 24**: Towards a more food-secure Asia and the Pacific

Vinod Ahuja, Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)

**Brief No. 39**: Building a shared vision: Scenarios for collaborative land use planning on Seram Island, Central Moluccas Regency, Indonesia.

Nining Liswanti, Collaborative land-use planning project (CoLUPSIA)

This brief is based on a Participatory Prospective Analysis (PPA) work for future land allocation and use on the island of Seram, Central Moluccas Regency, Indonesia.